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Experimental setup
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Enju Lima, Stony Brook



The Stony Brook diffraction chamber allows
accurate sample rotation and data acquisition

Stony Brook diffraction chamber
(Chris Jacobsen and Janos Kirz)

Extension
tube

Installed at ALS BL9.0.1



We have developed and demonstrated high-resolution
X-ray diffraction imaging

SEM image

300 nm

X-ray diffraction pattern

Sample: 50 nm gold spheres
Diffraction recorded with undulator radiation, λ = 1.6 nm
Rayleigh resolution of reconstructed image: 10 nm
Reconstruction performed with Shrinkwrap: a variation of Fienup-Gerchberg-

Saxton algorithm, with dynamic support constraint

X-ray image
(reconstruction)



Shrinkwrap performs ab inito diffraction imaging

300 nm

•Shrinkwrap updates the real-space mask, by
thresholding the reconstructed intensity

•No other image was required to “fill in the
beamstop” or to provide the support
constraint.

•The image is complex - no positivity constraint

•No prior knowledge is needed. The only
requirement is that the object is isolated.
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With shrinkwrap, no prior knowledge of the support is
needed

Object
function, g

Impose measured
diffraction amplitude,

Keep phase

New object
function, g’

Impose support constraint;
Impose positivity

FT FT-1

Set of all
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diffraction
amplitudes

As the support shrinks,
so too does the set of
objects that obey the
constraint.  The
estimate is shepherded
to the correct region of
phase space



We manufactured a compact 3D test object

1 µm

Silicon nitride pyramid
decorated with Au spheres

X-ray diffraction pattern

Silicon nitride
membrane

Silicon

SEM image

50 nm gold
beads



2D reconstruction is surprisingly robust

Reconstruction of
image at
orientation looking
down one face of
the pyramid.

The Born
approximation is
not satisfied for this
view



3D reconstruction is achieved by Fourier synthesis

Rotating a sample about one
axis only gives imperfect data
filling in Fourier space
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Sparseness of 3D diffraction data

Ky=0 slice

Kz=0 slice

Gaps in Fourier space are left to
float in the reconstruction



We have performed full 3D X-ray imaging of non-
crystalline material at high resolution

Complete image reconstruction achieved,
without any prior knowledge, using
Shrinkwrap, parallelized for 3D on 16-node
cluster.

Coherent X-ray diffraction data, rotating
the sample -57 to +65 degrees (5×108

data points)

1 micron

Anton Barty, LLNL



We have performed full 3D reconstruction with a
positivity constraint

SEM image of 3D pyramid test

object

Slice 

Projected views from the 3D reconstruction

Complex amplitudes of the image



2D single-view images have depth information
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2D images of 3D objects are complex

A positive object has a centrosymmetric transform.

The Ewald sphere is not centrosymmetric, and hence
the 2D view is not necessarily centrosymmetric

Can’t use a positivity constraint for out-of-focus regions
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True 2D projection images can be formed from a
central section of the 3D diffraction data

A true projection image is obtained from a plane
central section of the 3D diffraction data.  Data must
be collected at many object orientations to achieve this

qx

qz



The consistency of the reconstructed phases can be
quantified

Is the solution unique?  Can we determine a confidence of the
reconstructed phases?

Veit Elser (Cornell): Average many reconstructions.  If phases in
particular pixels are random they will average to zero.  Compare
|<F>|2 to measured intensity:
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The missing data behind the beamstop lead to vortex
phase modes

67% of the solutions,
error ε2

s:0.145

±1 phase vortex:
2*16% of the
solutions, 
error ε2

s: 0.146
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Without a positivity constraint, low-order aberrations
are not constrained

Amplitude Image of gold ball

Phase error: defocus trifoil vortex
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Measures of resolution: real space
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3D Aerogel reconstruction - maximum intensity
projection

1 micron



3D Aerogel skeleton structure revealed

Rendering of 500nm sub-cube

100mg/cc Ta2O5 Aerogel particle (2µm in extent)

Mechanical analysis: J.Kinney (LLNL)

200 nm



X-ray free-electron lasers may enable atomic-resolution
imaging of biological macromolecules

One measurement

Combine 105-107 measurements

Classification Averaging Orientation Reconstruction

Noisy diffraction pattern

10 fs pulse

Particle injection

One pulse, one measurement



Orientation of diffraction data can be found from the
intersection of common lines

Difference of pyramid
diffraction patterns at two
object orientations 10º apart

Gösta Huldt, U. Uppsala
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Serial crystallography could provide 3D molecular
images without the need for crystals

Protein
droplet-beam

source

X-ray beam

CCD
detector

Elliptically-
polar ized laser

beam

Rayleigh
breakup

J.C.H. Spence and R.B. Doak,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 198102 (2004)

J.C.H. Spence et al., Acta Cryst. A 61,
237 (2005)

• Protein-in-water droplets injected
into vacuum and rapidly cool by
evaporation to form vitreous ice

• A polarized laser beam aligns the
protein due to induced
polarizability of the molecule

• Aligned molecules briefly pass
through X-ray beam (exposure
less than damage threshold)

• X-ray diffraction is accumulated
for many thousands of molecules

• When enough signal is accrued,
polarization is rotated and
diffraction recorded at a different
angle

• 3D molecule image is obtained by
phase retrieval (lensless imaging)

X-ray
diffraction



Alignment will be crucial for XFEL imaging

Laser alignment will greatly enhance XFEL single-particle imaging,
and may be its enabling experimental technique

Can do fast time-resolved measurements of molecule interactions

Can hit molecules hard with a short-pulse laser (overcome
temperature requirements for continuous beams)

Can have a swarm of molecules (reduced fluence, reduced damage)

Short pulse will give potentially higher resolution for small
molecules

Experience today at synchrotrons will give much needed experience
for XFEL experiments

Overcomes main computational hurdle of classification 



The hydrodynamic model offers insights to the
explosion process of inertial imaging

0 fs 25 fs 50 fs
20 Å radius
protein

20 Å radius
protein with
water tamper

XFEL pulse
intensity

A water tamper
could allow ten
times longer
pulses for the
same degree of
damage

Stefan Hau-Riege, LLNL



We are setting up to perform diffraction imaging at
the Hamburg VUV-FEL

CCD

particle 
cloud particle

injector

to mass
spectrometer

VUV-FEL
• λ = 30nm
• 3x1013 ph. in 20µm spot
• ~ 50fs FWHM

We will benchmark our understanding of the
damage dynamics by comparing calculated
diffraction patterns of exploding nano-
spheres with experiments




